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Check out this 20' long stainless steel constructed plastic belt
conveyor!
Multi-Conveyor recently built this super sanitary incline conveyor with plastic cleated chain
belting that was designed to move individual dairy containers. This conveyor has removable
static dissipating wear strips and guide rails. The system features welded stand-offs and is
completely wash-down compatible. Also, the conveyor includes a non-metal area for a
customer supplied and mounted metal detector.
The stainless steel frame is of open top construction including two vertical curves and is
equipped with stainless steel fixed guide rail brackets and single UHMW-PE removable
guide rails. All products are quality assured and inspected by Multi-Conveyor and
customer Factory Acceptance Tested prior to shipment.
See the new equipment in action now. Check it out - two videos:

Isn't it time to contact Multi-Conveyor for your next project? Call us. We can help.

1-800-236-7960.

"Pre-Engineered, Quick Ship
Conveyors!"

High Performance Turning Center
with Milling and Y-Axis

Answering the call for the most simplistic, plastic
chain, pre-engineered, "quick-ship conveyors" is
one of our specialties. Multi-Conveyor's "Success
Line" was created as our signature in standard
conveyor systems. Most conveyors can be ready
in just about one week by using modular
components that reduce overall production time.

Higher demand and increased production has
facilitated the need for additional new
manufacturing equipment. The new PUMA 3100Y
will increase productivity and expedite orders while
actually saving time, which leads to rapid delivery
for our customers.

Benefits of the Success series from MultiConveyor include very attractive pricing while
maintaining superior quality but realizing expedited
delivery. Contact us and we'll see if our Success
Line is the answer to your quick conveyor needs.
Or, pick up the phone and call: 1-800-236-7960.

This high performance turning center series is
designed for heavy and interrupted cutting, long
term high accuracy and superior surface
finishes. Mill-drill capability and Y-axis with a
programmable tail stock reduces the need for
secondary operations, which eliminates additional
set up and handling costs. All of this savings is
passed along to you - our customers.

Multi-Conveyor Featured
in "Leaders In Packaging"

Click on the links below to learn
more.

Leaders in Packaging, as presented by Packaging
World magazine, is a directory of packaging
machinery and materials vendors accumulated to
be a helpful resource and product showcase. As a
participating supplier and sponsor, Multi-Conveyor
has a comprehensive profile page that gives
important service, support, warranty, training and
documentation information.

ANNOUNCEMENT: Multi-Conveyor has
new hours! We're now able to serve you
from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. CST. Call us
toll-free at 1-800-236-7960.
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content or videos inside of this archived message.
Find all of our videos at:
http://www.multi-conveyor.com/multi-media-center/videos

Just Built: 20' Cleated Incline (2 videos) and more...
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http://clicks.skem1.com/preview/?c=26692&g=299&p=a72cc62f720a78...
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